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By using the T 2-orbit category of the derived category of a hereditary algebra,
which is proved to be a triangulated category too, we give a complete realization of
a simple Lie algebra. This is a global version of Ringel's work for the positive parts
of simple Lie algebras. In this realization, the Grothendieck group provides
the Cartan subalgebra, the indecomposable objects correspond to the Chevalley
basis, and the structure constants are given by the evaluations of Hall polynomials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let A be a finite dimensional associative hereditary algebra over some
base field k which is representation-finite. In case k is algebraically
w xclosed, Gabriel 4 showed that the isomorphism classes of indecomposable
A-modules correspond bijectively to the positive roots of the correspond-
ing semisimple complex Lie algebra g, and this result was extended to the
w xarbitrary base field by Dlab and Ringel 2 . It is natural to ask whether it is
possible to recover a Lie algebra structure in terms of the representation
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w xtheory of A. This was successfully attained by Ringel 10, 11 . Let
 .K mod A be the free abelian group with a basis indexed by the set of
isomorphism classes of indecomposable A-modules. He showed that
 .  .K mod A is the Chevalley Z-form of n and hence K mod A m C andq Z
n are isomorphic Lie algebras, where g s n [ h [ n is a triangularq y q
decomposition of g.
Ringel considered the case A over finite fields and filtrations of finite
A-modules. He proved the existence of Hall polynomials for the filtrations
and got an associative algebra which is called the Hall algebra of A,
 .denoted by H A , by using as structure constants the number of filtrationsq
 .or evaluations of Hall polynomials at various values. H A m C is just the1
 .  .universal enveloping algebra of K mod A m C and H A is quite analo-1
gous to the Kostant Z-form for a simple complex Lie algebra. Similar
w x w xinvestigations were also given by Schoffield 15 and Riedtmann 9 to
consider the Euler characteristic of corresponding varieties instead of Hall
polynomials.
Another advance in the representation theory of finite dimensional
w xalgebras is the theory of derived category due to Happel 5, 6 . The derived
b .category of a finite dimensional algebra B, denoted by D B , is a
triangulated category with the translation functor T. In particular, the
b .category D B was well described when B is a tilted algebra. Happel
pointed out that the isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects in
b . 2 D A rT correspond bijectively to the root system of g not only positive
. b . 2 w xroots . For this reason, R s D A rT is called the root category. In 12 ,
Ringel asked whether it is possible to use representations of algebras to
recover the whole Lie algebra g and not only n . The present article givesq
an affirmative answer for this question by using the root category R.
b .We consider the triangles in R which are heritaged from D A ,
investigate the orbit space of all triangles of fixed type under the actions of
certain automorphism groups, prove that the Hall polynomials exist for the
cardinality of this orbit spaces, and use the evaluations of Hall polynomials
as structure constants to get a Lie product. Particularly interesting to us is
that the Cartan subalgebra h is realized by the Grothendieck group of R.
 .   .We prove that h [ K R is a Z-form of g and hence h [ K R m C , g ,Z
 .where K R is the free abelian group with a basis indexed by the set of
isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects in R. The isomorphism
classes of indecomposable objects in R constitute a Chevalley basis of g.
In some sense, our description for g may be considered as a global version
of semisimple complex Lie algebras. We deal with the simply laced and
non-simply laced cases in a unified way.
Although the definition of the Lie product is given only in terms of the
w xroot category R, if we compute u , u for indecomposable M and N,M N
w x  .except the case N , TM and then u , u s H rd M , it coincides withM N M
that of M and N as modules of a hereditary algebra, which is defined by
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w xRingel. In 10 Ringel gave a complete list of all nontrivial Hall polynomi-
als which occur for a representation-finite hereditary algebra A. So the
structure constants for the Lie product of n can be easily calculated. Ourq
investigation implies that the calculation of Ringel actually provide all
possibilities of Hall polynomials for R and of structure constants for the
whole g.
In fact, the investigation of Ringel works for many non-hereditary
algebras. In particular, he showed that mod B has Hall polynomials and
 .K mod B has a natural Lie algebra structure for any representation-
w xdirected algebra B 11 . If we take B to be a tilted algebra of a hereditary
b .algebra A, the relation between mod B and mod A or D A has been
paid a lot of attention by experts. A natural and further question is: What
 .  .relation does exist between the Lie algebras K mod B and mod A or
the corresponding simple Lie algebra g? We give a description about this
in Section 5.
For unexplained notions concerning the representation theory of alge-
w x w xbras we refer to 13 , for those concerning the theory of Lie algebras to 7 ,
w xand for the derived category to 6 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Let A be a finite dimensional hereditary k-algebra and let
b .D A be the derived category of mod A, which is a triangulated category
b . 2with the translation functor T. Denote by R the orbit category D A rT
b .and let F: D A ª R be the canonical covering functor. Under the
b .covering functor F, the isomorphism T of D A induces an isomorphism
of R, denoted still by T. Then T 2 s 1 in R.
b .LEMMA 2.1. For any indecomposable objects M, N g D A , there exist
i, j g Z such that F induces the k-isomorphisms
Hom b T iM , N ª Hom FM , FN .  .ÄD  A. R
and
Hom b M , T jN ª Hom FM , FN . .  .ÄD  A. R
Proof. Since F is the covering functor, F induces the k-isomorphism
Hom b T 2 iM , N ª Hom FM , FN . .  .Ä[ D  A. R
igZ
 2 i .bHowever, we know that Hom T M, N s 0 for almost all i g Z butD  A.
at most one number in Z. So the first assertion holds. Similarly we have
the second one.
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f g
Recall that a short cycle in a category is a sequence M ª N ª M where
M and N are indecomposable objects and f and g are nonzero and
non-isomorphic morphisms.
LEMMA 2.2. If A is representation-finite, then R has no short cycle.
b . 2Proof. There is a short cycle in D A rT if and only if there is a
f g
b 2 .chain of nonzero morphisms in D A of form M ª N ª T M with
b .M ` N and both indecomposable in D A . This implies that N $ TM
2and T M $ TN, a contradiction.
Let us introduce the following notation.
Let C be an additive category together with a translation functor T and
 .a set V of sextuples in C. We call C , T , V a triangulated category and
the elements of V are then called triangles if the following axioms are
satisfied:
 .Tr1 Every sextuple isomorphic to a triangle is a triangle. Every
morphism u: X ª Y in C can be embedded into a triangle
1u ¨ w X 0 0
X ª Y ª Z ª TX. The sextuple X ª X ª 0 ª TX is a triangle, where 1X
is the identity morphism.
u ¨ w ¨ w yTu .Tr2 If X ª Y ª Z ª TX is a triangle, then Y ª Z ª TX ª TY
is a triangle.
u ¨ w u9 ¨ 9 .Tr3 Given two triangles X ª Y ª Z ª TX and X 9 ª Y 9 ª
w9
Z9 ª TX 9 and morphisms f : X ª X 9, g : Y ª Y 9 such that fu9 s ug, then
 .there exists a morphism h: Z ª Z9 such that f , g, h induces a morphism
from the first triangle to the second.
 .  .Tr4 The Octahedral Axiom Suppose given triangles
u i i9
X ª Y ª Z9 ª TX
j j9¨
Y ª Z ª X 9 ª TY
u¨ k k9
X ª Z ª Y 9 ª TX .
Then there exist morphisms f : Z9 ª Y 9, g : Y 9 ª X 9 such that the follow-
ing diagram commutes and the third row is a triangle.
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y1 1yT k 9 Xy1 6 6T Y 9 X X
6 6 6
y1 u u¨T g
y1yT j9 j j9¨y1 6 6 6 6T X 9 Y Z X 9 TY
6 6 6 6
1i k TiX 9
f g j9Ti6 6 6
Z9 Y 9 X 9 TZ9
6 6
i9 k 9
1T X 6TX TX.
Now we define a set V in R consisting of all sextuples isomorphic to
Ff Fg Fh6 6 6FM FN FL TFM
with
f g h6 6 6M N L TM
b .being a triangle in D A . We have the following
LEMMA 2.3. The root category R with the translation functor T and the
set V of sextuples is a triangulated category.
Proof. See the Appendix.
 .2.2. In the remaining part of this section, we assume that C , T , V
is a triangulated category and there exists no short cycle in C. We need
the following easy lemmas.
f g f 9 g 9h h9
LEMMA 2.4. Assume that M ª N ª L ª TM and M ª N ª L ª TM
are two triangles in C.
 .i If f 9 s fa with a g Aut N, then there exists b g Aut L such that
a g 9 s g b and by1 h9 s h;
 .ii If b h9 s h with b g Aut L, then there exists a g Aut N such that
f 9a s f and ay1 g 9 s g b.
w xProof. This is similar to the proof in 6. 1.2 .
LEMMA 2.5. Gi¨ en a triangle of the form
g1 .
g . 2f , f1 2 h6 6 6M N [ N L TM1 2
in C. If f s 0, then it is isomorphic to the triangle of the form2
g 011 h1 .  .0 g . 22 0f , f1 2 6 6 6M N [ N L [ L TM ,1 2 1 2
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where g : N ª L is an isomorphism and22 2 2
f g h1 11 16 6 6M N L TM1 1
is a triangle. In particular, if h / 0 and both M, L are indecomposable, then
 .for any nonzero direct summand N9 of N we ha¨e Hom M, N9 / 0 andC
 .Hom N9, L / 0.C
Proof. Since f s 0, g is a monomorphism. According to the axioms2 2
we have the commutative diagram
16 6 60 N N 0
6 6 6 6
2 2
g2
t .  .f , f g , g1 2 1 2 h6 6 6M N [ N H TM
6 6 6 6
1 2
l
16 6 60 N N 0,2 2
where N ª N [ N is canonical embedding and N [ N ª N canoni-2 1 2 1 2 2
 .cal surjection. So g l s 1; then H s H [ H , where H s g N , and2 1 2 2 2 2
hg g g 11 11 12s , h s .g g g /  /  /h2 21 22 2
It is easy to see that g s 0, h s 0, and g s g s where s: H ª H .21 2 12 11 1 2
Hence
g g g 011 12 111 ys s , / /  /0 g 0 1 0 g22 22
but
1 ys g Aut H [ H . .1 2 /0 1
We have proved that the given triangle is equivalent to the required form
 .with g an isomorphism. By Tr4 , the corresponding sextuple22
f g h1 11 16 6 6M N H TM1 1
is a triangle.
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Given X, Y, Z g C , put
W X , Y ; Z .
s f , g , h g Hom X , Z = Hom Z, Y = Hom Y , TX .  .  .  . C C C
f g h6 6 6: X Z Y TX is a triangle .4
 .  .If W X, Y; L = W Z, L; M is non-empty for X, Y, Z, L, M g C , we
define an action of Aut L on it as
a f , g , h , l , m , k s fa , ay1 g , h , l , ma , ay1 k 2.1 .  .  .  . .  . .
 .  ..  .  .for any a g Aut L and f , g, h , l, m, k g W X, Y; L = W Z, L; M .
 .  .The orbit space W X, Y; L = W Z, L; M rAut L is denoted by
  .  ..n  .  ..W X, Y; L = W Z, L; M and the orbit of f , g, h , l, m, k by
 .  ..nf , g, h , l, m, k .
PROPOSITION 2.1. Gi¨ en X, Y, Z, M g ind C and suppose that Y `
TX, Y ` TZ, X ` TZ. Then we ha¨e the bijection
nW X , Y ; L = W Z, L; M .  . .D
w xL , LgC
nª W Z, X ; L9 = W L9, Y ; M .  . .D
w xL9 , L9gC
n nf , g , h , l , m , k ¬ l9, m9, k9 , f 9, g 9, h9 , .  .  .  . .  .
where the morphisms fit into the commutati¨ e diagram
Z s Z
6 6
l9 l
y1 f 9 g 9yT h9y1 6 6 6T Y L9 M Y
6 6
mm9
y1 f gyT hy1 6 6 6T Y X L Y
6 6
k9 k
TZ s TZ
with all rows and columns being triangles.
 .  ..  .  .Proof. Given f , g, h , l, m, k g W X, Y; L = W Z, L; M , the ax-
 .  .  ..iom Tr4 implies that there exists L9 g C and l9, m9, k9 , f 9, g 9, h9 g
 .  .W Z, X ; L9 = W L9, Y; M such that the above diagram commutes in
which all rows and columns are triangles. If there exist another L0 g C
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 .  ..  .  .and l0, m0, k0 , f 0, g 0, h0 g W Z, X ; L0 = W L0, Y; M such that
the following diagram commutes in which all rows and columns are
triangles,
Z s Z
6 6
l0 l
y1 f 0 g 0yT h0y1 6 6 6T Y L0 M Y
6 6
,
mm0
y1 f gyT hy1 6 6 6T Y X L Y
6 6
k0 k
TZ s TZ
then g 0 s g 9, k0 s k9 and so we must have L0 , L9. Without loss of
generality we assume that L0 s L9. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that there
y1  .exist a , b g Aut L9 such that l0 s l9a , m0 s a m9, Th0 s T h9 b , and
y1 y1  .f 0 s b f 9. We claim that l0 s l9b , m0 s b m9 or Th0 s T h9 a ,
f 0 s ay1 f 9.
 .In fact, if l0 / l9b and Th0 / T h9 a , then
l0 y l9b f 0 s l y l9b f 0 s l y l9 f 9 s l y l s 0, .
Th0 y T h9 a m0 s Th y T h9 aay1 m9 s Th y Th s 0. .  . .
 y1 .  y1 .So there exist 0 / s g Hom Z, T Y and 0 / t g Hom T Y, Z suchC C
 . y1that l0 y l9b s sTh0 and Th0 y T h9 a s tl0. We have T Y , Z as no
short cycle in C , a contradiction. Therefore we must have l0 s l9b or
 .  .Th0 s T h9 a . Now we may assume that Th0 s T h9 a and try to show
that f 0 s ay1 f 9.
If k0 s 0, then l0 is a section and m0 a retraction. So L0 , Z [ X. We
see g 0 / 0, otherwise L0 , Ty1 Y [ M and hence Ty1 Y , Z or Ty1 Y ,
 . ay1 f 9 g 9yT h9 ay1X, a contradiction. Observe that T Y ª L9 ª M ª Y is also a
 .triangle. Since Th0 s T h9 a , by Lemma 2.4 there is some g g Aut M
y1 y1  y1 .such that a f 9 s f 0g and g g 0 s g 9. But g 0 s g 9 and so 1 y g g 9
s 0. Note that End M is a division ring since M is indecomposable withC
no short cycle in C and that g 9 s g 0 / 0 as shown. Therefore 1 y gy1 s 0
and so g s 1. Hence we have f 0 s ay1 f 9 as required.
If k0 / 0, then according to Lemma 2.5, l0 induces a nonzero morphism
from Z to any nonzero direct summand of L0 since X is indecomposable.
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Suppose that f 0 / ay1 f 9. Since
f 0 y ay1 f 9 m s f 0 m y ay1 f 9m s m0 f y ay1 m9 f .
s ay1 m9 f y ay1 m9 f s 0,
 .we deduce Hom L9, Z / 0. Note that no short cycle is in C. So l0, inC
fact, induces an isomorphism from Z to some direct summand of L0, that
is, l0 is a section and so k0 s 0, a contradiction. Hence we have f 0 s
ay1 f 9. That is, we have obtained
l0 s l9a , m0 s ay1 m9, Th0 s T h9 a , f 0 s ay1 f 9. .
If we assume that l0 s l9b , then similarly we deduce m0 s by1 m9. So we
obtain
l0 s l9b , m0 s by1 m9, Th0 s T h9 b , f 0 s by1 f 9. .
 .  ..  .Anyway, we always have l0, m0, k0 , f 0, g 0, h0 g l9, m9, k9 ,
 ..nf 9, g 9, h9 . So the following map is well-defined,
W X , Y ; L = W Z, L; M .  . .D
w xL , LgC
nª W Z, X ; L9 = W L9, Y ; M .  . .D
w xL9 , L9gC
nf , g , h , l , m , k ¬ l9, m9, k9 , f 9, g 9, k9 , .  .  .  . .  .
 .  ..  .  ..where f , g, h , l, m, k , l9, m9, k9 , f 9, g 9, h9 fit into the commutative
diagram in Proposition 2.1. Obviously the above mapping is invariant
  .  ..under the action of Aut L on W X, Y; L = W Z, L; M . Therefore the
map in Proposition 2.1 is also well-defined. Note that symmetricity of the
diagram in Proposition 2.1. We can naturally define a map from
nW Z, X ; L9 = W L9, Y ; M .  . .D
w xL9 , L9gC
to
nW X , Y ; L = W Z, L; M .  . .D
w xL , LgC
which is the inverse one. So the proof is completed.
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 .Let us introduce a new action of Aut X = Aut Y on W X, Y; L .
y1y1a , b f , g , h s a f , g b , b h Ta 2.2 .  .  .  . .
 .  .  .for any a , b g Aut X = Aut Y and f , g, h g W X, Y; L . For any
 .  .f , g, h g W X, Y; L we define
n y1y1f , g , h s a f , g b , b h Ta a , b g Aut X = Aut Y . .  .  . . 5
 y1  .y1 .  .Note that it is easy to see that a f , g b , b h Ta g W X, Y; L again.
Put
nV X , Y ; L s f , g , h f , g , h g W X , Y ; L .  .  .  . 5
s W X , Y ; L r Aut X = Aut Y . .  .
LEMMA 2.6. Let X, Y, Z, M g ind C and Y ` TX, Y ` TZ, X ` TZ.
 .  .  .Then the action 2.1 of Aut L on W X, Y; L = W Z, L; M is free.
Proof. Since Y ` TX, L g C is nonzero. Given a g Aut L and
 .  ..  .  . y1f , g, h , l, m, k g W X, Y; L = W Z, L; M . If fa s f , a g s g,
y1  .  y1 .  .ma s m, a k s k, then f a y 1 s 0, a y 1 g s 0, m a y 1 s 0,
 y1 .a y 1 k s 0. If a / 1, there exist nonzero g 9: Y ª L, f 9: L ª X,
k9: TZ ª L, m9: L ª M such that gg 9 s a y 1, f 9 f s ay1 y 1, kk9 s
a y 1, m9m s ay1 y 1. Write L s L [ ??? [ L with L , 1 F i F s, in-1 s i
 .  . tdecomposable, then f s f , . . . , f and g s g , . . . , g . If h / 0, then1 s 1 s
no f or g is isomorphic. It also follows from Lemma 2.5 that no f or g isi j i j
zero. Obviously we get a contradiction to the condition which states no
short cycle in C. If l / 0, the same contradiction arises. It remains to
consider the case h s 0 and l s 0. Thus we have L , X [ Y , M [ TZ.
It implies that X , TZ or Y , TZ, contradicting the hypotheses again.
a s 1 is proved.
 .LEMMA 2.7. Let X, Y g ind C and L g C nonzero. Then the action 2.2
 .of Aut X = Aut Y on W X, Y; L is free.
 .  .Proof. Let a g Aut X, b g Aut Y and f , g, h g W X, Y; L satisfy
y1 y1  .  .that a f s f , g b s g, b hTa s h. Then a y 1 f s 0, g b y 1 s 0.
End X is a division ring because of indecomposability of X and no short
cycle in C. If a / 1, a y 1 is invertible, hence f s 0. We have Y , L [
TX, a contradiction. Therefore a s 1 is proved, so is b s 1.
LEMMA 2.8. Let Z, M g ind C and nonzero L g C with L ` M [ TZ.
 .  .Then the action 2.2 of Aut Z = Aut L on W Z, L; M is free.
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 .  .  .Proof. For any a , b g Aut Z = Aut L and l, m, k g W Z, L; M ,
y1  .y1  .  .if a l s l, mb s m, b k Ta s k, then a y 1 l s 0, m b y 1 s 0.
l / 0 since L ` M [ TZ. Because of the indecomposability of Z and no
short cycle in C , End Z is a division ring. Then a y 1 s 0, a s 1. By
 .m b y 1 s 0, we have a morphism k9: TZ ª L such that kk9 s b y 1.
Let L s L [ ??? [ L with L indecomposable. Then we write k s1 s i
 . t  X X .k , . . . , k , k9 s k , . . . , k . If some k is isomorphic, k is a retraction;1 s 1 s i
this implies L , M [ TZ, a contradiction. If some k s 0, according toi
the dual of Lemma 2.4, M is decomposable, a contradiction too. So every
k is nonzero and non-isomorphic. If b / 1, then k9 / 0. It follows thati
some L is on a short cycle, a contradiction again.i
 .There exist also the natural actions of Aut L on W X, Y; L as
a f , g , h s fay1 , a g , h 2.3 .  . .
 .  .  y1 .for any a g Aut L, f , g, h g W X, Y; L . Obviously fa , a g, h g
 .  .  .W X, Y; L . For arbitrary f , g, h g W X, Y; L , write
n y1 <f , g , h s fa , a g , h a g Aut L .  4 .L
and
n <U X , Y ; L s f , g , h f , g , h g W X , Y ; L .  .  .  . 4L
s W X , Y ; L rAut L. .
LEMMA 2.9. Let X, Y g ind C and nonzero L g C with L ` X [ Y.
 .  .Then the action 2.3 of Aut L on W X, Y; L is free.
 .  . y1Proof. Given a g Aut L, f , g, h g W X, Y; L satisfying fa s f ,
a g s g. Then we have f 9: L ª X and g 9: Y ª L such that f 9 f s a y 1,
gg 9 s ay1 y 1. We only need the condition f 9 f s a y 1 in the following.
Suppose L s L [ ??? [ L with L indecomposable. Then we write f s1 t i
 .f , . . . , f . If some f s 0, according to Lemma 2.4, Y is decomposable, a1 t i
contradiction. If some f is isomorphic, then f is a retraction, L , X [ Y,i
a contradiction too. Hence every f is nonzero and non-isomorphic. Ifi
f 9 / 0, it is easily seen that some L lie in a short cycle, a contradictioni
again. So f 9 s 0, then a s 1 as required.
 .Also k* acts on U X, Y; L naturally. Define
nn y1l f , g , h s l f , g , hl 2.4 .  . .L L
 .n  .for any l g k* and f , g, h g U X, Y; L . It is easy to see that theL
action is well-defined.
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LEMMA 2.10. If X, Y g ind C and nonzero L g C with L ` X [ Y, then
 .the action of k* on U X, Y; L is free.
Proof. This is easy.
 .Let k be a finite field and C a k-category such that Hom M, N isC
< <finite dimensional over k for any objects. M, N in C. We use ? to denote
the ordinary cardinality.
LEMMA 2.11. Let X, Y g ind C. Then
W X , Y [ TX ; Y s Aut Y [ TX r Hom TX , Y . .  .  .
 .  .Proof. Given f , g, h g W X, Y [ TX ; Y , we have the triangle
f g h
X ª Y ª Y [ TX ª TX .
 .Applying Hom X, we obtain the long exact sequenceC
f * g*
??? ª Hom X , X ª Hom X , Y ª .  .
h*
Hom X , Y [ TX ª Hom X , TX ª ??? . .  .
 .  .  .Since dim Hom X, Y [ TX s dim Hom X, Y q dim Hom X, TX , byk k k
the exactness of the sequence, we have f * s 0. Then f s 0 and Tf s 0.
<  . < <  . <Because W X, Y [ TX ; Y s W Y, TX ; Y [ TX , it suffices to count the
number of the triangles of the form
g h 0
Y ª Y [ TX ª TX ª TY .
g is a section and h is a retraction. We get the orbit space U Y, TX ; Y [
.  .  .  .TX by using the action 2.3 of Aut Y [ TX on W Y, TX ; Y [ TX . But
this action may not be free. It is necessary to calculate the isotropy groups
w x w xof this action. Following 8 or 7 the isotropy group is isomorphic to
 . Hom TX, Y . Meanwhile it is easy to see that the orbit space U Y, TX ; Y
.[ TX is trivial. So we have the formula in Lemma 2.10.
Later we will need the following known fact.
LEMMA 2.12. Let B be a finite-dimensional algebra, X, Y g mod B. We
 .  .bha¨e the canonical isomorphism Hom Y, TX ( Ext Y, X , moreo¨er,D B . B
 .bthe correspondence is gi¨ en by that w g Hom Y, TX goes to the exactD B .u ¨ u ¨ w .sequences 0 ª X ª L ª Y ª 0 in Ext Y, X such that X ª L ª Y ª TXB
b .is a triangle in D B ; particularly L must belong to mod B.
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3. HALL POLYNOMIALS OF A DERIVED CATEGORY
Let k be a finite field, A be a finite dimensional hereditary k-algebra,
b .and D A the derived category of mod A, which is a triangulated cate-
gory with the translation functor T. We always assume that A is a finite
representation type.
w x b .By a lemma in 6, 5.2 , any indecomposable object in D A is isomor-
phic to a stalk complex with indecomposable stalk. Let AE s A m E fork
every field extension E of k, and X E s X m E be well-defined for anyk
b .indecomposable object X in D A which is taken as a stalk complex.
E b E.Then X is still a stalk complex in D A . Let M be any object in
b .D A . Then M s X [ ??? [ X with each X indecomposable. We de-1 t i
E E E b .Efine M s X [ ??? [ X . We denote by D A the full subcategory of1 t
b E. E b .D A whose objects are all M with M g D A .
w xLet the field E be a finite extension of k. Recall from 14 that E is
b .  .Ecalled conservative for D A provided End Xrrad End X is a field for
b .any indecomposable object X g D A . It is easily seen that E is conser-
b .vative for D A if and only if so is E for mod A. Let K be the set of
isomorphism classes of finite extension of k which are conservative for
b . w x w xD A . It follows that K is an infinite set from 14 . Following 14 we have
the following definition.
b .For objects M, N, L g D A , if there exists an integral polynomial
L w xw g Z q such thatM N
L < < L
E
< E E E <E Ew E s F s V M , N ; L .  .M N M N
b .holds for any E g K, then we say that D A has the Hall polynomial
w L .M N
LEMMA 3.1. Let X, Y, and L be objects in R with X and Y indecompos-
able. If there is a hereditary subcategory B which contains X, Y, and L, then
L w xthe Hall polynomial w used here is the same as that defined by Ringel 11 .X Y
Proof. By Lemma 2.6 we have the formula
W X , Y ; L s Aut X V X , Y ; L Aut Y . .  .
 .  .According to Lemma 2.11, W X, Y; L is just the set f , g g
 .  . 4Hom X, L = Hom L, Y N f injective, g surjective, and fg s 0 in B .B B
w x <  . <Comparing with the formula in the Section 3 of 8 we get that V X, Y; L
equals the number of filtrations L = U = 0 of L such that U , X and
LrU , Y as modules in B. So the proof is completed.
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b .E b E.LEMMA 3.2. We ha¨e D A s D A for any E g K.
 .E E w xProof. It follows mod A s mod A from 8 . Therefore every inde-
b E.composable object in D A can be taken as a stalk complex which is
E b .isomorphic to X with X being a stalk complex in D A . So we have
b E b E .  .D A s D A .
b E.Let T 9 be the translation functor of D A which is induced by the
E  .E b .shifting functor. It is easy to see that T 9M , TM for any M g D A .
b .E 2We may still write T 9 s T. Then D A rT is canonically isomorphic to
b E. 2D A rT .
b .LEMMA 3.3. Let M g D A and E g K. If L is a direct summand of
E b E. E b .M in D A , then L , N with N being a direct summand of M in D A
and independent on E.
Proof. Write M s M [ ??? [ M with M indecomposable. By the1 t i
well-known Krull]Schmidt Theorem, L , M E [ ??? [ M E. Take N , Mi i i1 s 1E[ ??? [ M . Then L , N .i s
b . L LPROPOSITION 3.1. D A has the polynomials w and w for anyM N NM
b .M, N, L g D A with N indecomposable.
Proof. We first show the existence of w L . Without loss of generality,NM
we may assume that N is a simple projective object of a hereditary
b .category B in D A . Decompose L s L [ L with L in B and no1 2 1
indecomposable direct summand of L belonging to B. Then2
 . b E.bHom N, L s 0. For any E g K and any triangle in D A of theD  A. 2
form
f g hE E E EN ª L ª M ª TN ,
 . E E E E Ethen f s f , 0 : N ª L [ L . Let p: L ª L be the canonical pro-1 1 2 2
jection. Then the composition fp s 0 implies that there is some q: M E ª
LE such that gq s p. So g maps LE onto a direct summand of M E. The2 2
above triangle decomposes into the form
g g h1 2 1 . .0 g h2 . 3f , 01E E E E E EN ª L [ L ª M [ M ª TN1 2 1 2
with g an isomorphism from LE to M E, where the decomposition3 2 2
M s M [ M is independent of E; see Lemma 3.3. It is easy to see1 2
h s 0. By Lemma 2.5 we have F LEE E s F L
E
1 . So we can concentrate toE E2 N M N M1
consider the case L g B. If M is also in B, in view of Lemma 3.1, it is
just what we need that there exist the Hall polynomials w L and w L inM N NM
w xB which are asserted in 11 . Therefore we only need to consider that M
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has an indecomposable direct summand M not belonging to B. If for any2
E g K there exists no triangle of the form N E ª LE ª M E ª TN E, we
obtain that w L s 0. Suppose that there is some E g K and the triangleNM
b E.in D A of the form
h1 .h2 .g , gf 1 2E E E E EN ª L ª M [ M ª TN1 2
with M E , M E [ M E. If h s 0, then LE contains a direct summand1 2 2
isomorphic to M E and so L contains a direct summand isomorphic to M2 2
by Lemma 3.2, a contradiction since M f B. Hence we have h / 0. By2 2
the assumption that N is the simple projective object in B and M f B,2
h1 .we see that h must be an isomorphism. Then h s is a retraction.h2 2
Therefore f s 0 and L , M , M , L [ M . This means that F LEE E E1 2 N , L [M .2L b .s 1 for any E g K. In this case w s 1. So we have proved that D ANM
has the Hall polynomial w E in all cases.NM
L b .Dually we can prove that there exists w for D A .M N
Completely similar to the Proposition 3.1 we have
PROPOSITION 3.2. R has the polynomials w L and w L for any M, N, LM N NM
g R with N indecomposable.
LEMMA 3.4. Let X, Y g ind R and a nonzero decomposable object L g R
satisfy L ` X [ Y. Then the Hall polynomial w L is di¨ ided by q y 1.X Y
Proof. According to Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8, we have
E E E E E E E E< < < <V X , Y ; L s W X , Y ; L r Aut X Aut Y .  .  .
E E E E E E< < < < < <s U X , Y ; L Aut L r Aut X Aut Y . .  .
Although the category R is not directing, because R has no short cycle,
< E <the same method used by Ringel implies that Aut L is divided by
 < < .2  w x.E y 1 see 11, p. 440 , or as a consequence of a general formula given
w x < < <  E E E. < Lin 8 . By Lemma 2.9, E y 1 divides U X , Y ; L . It follows that wX Y
is divided by q y 1.
4. LIE ALGEBRA ARISING IN A ROOT CATEGORY
Let C be a triangulated category over a central field k. In general, we
assume that any object in C can be decomposed into the direct sum of
finitely many indecomposable ones and the endomorphism ring of any
indecomposable object is a finite dimensional local algebra over k. For any
 .  .indecomposable object X, we denote d X s dim End Xrrad End X .k C C
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 .We consider the Grothendieck group of C as usual, denoted by G C ,
 < 4it is the quotient of a free abelian group with a basis H M g Cw M x
indexed by the isomorphism classes of all objects in C subject to the
relations H y H q H provided there exists a triangle of the formw X x wY x w Z x
X ª Y ª Z ª TX .
 .We still denote in G C by H the corresponding basis element in thew M x
free abelian group, and instead of H we usually write H .w M x M
From now on, we assume that k is a finite field and A is a finite
dimensional associative k-algebra with unitary element which is hereditary
and representation-finite.
b . 2Put R s D A rT the root category of A. For M, N g R, naturally
 .Hom M, N becomes End M-End N-bimodule. We denote byR R R
  ..   . .l Hom M, N and l Hom M, N the lengths ofEnd M R R End NR R
 .Hom M, N respectively as a left End M-module and as a rightR R
 .End N-module. Also now d X s dim End X for any indecomposableR k R
object X in R.
 < .  .  .We define a bilinear function y y on G R = G R as follows: For
X, Y g R, we define
<H H s dim Hom X , Y y dim Hom X , TY .  . .X Y k R k R
q dim Hom Y , X y dim Hom Y , TX ; .  .k R k R
This is just the symmetric Euler form of R. It is well-defined and
 < .  < .H H s H H .X Y Y X
 .Now we denote by H s G R the Grothendieck group of R. Let N be a
 4free abelian group with a basis u , indexed by the isomorphismw X x w X x
classes of all indecomposable objects in R. We also write u for u . PutX w X x
G s H [ N a direct sum of Z-modules. We want to define an operation on
G using Hall polynomials and the above bilinear function such that G
becomes a Lie algebra. For any L, M, N g R with M or N indecompos-
L L  . L  . L Lable, we put g s w 1 y w 1 , where w and w are the HallM N M N NM M N NM
polynomials and they always exist as seen in Section 3. Now we define a
w xbilinear operation y, y on G as follows:
 .a For any two indecomposable objects X, Y g R,
¡ L g u if Y ` TXw L x , Lg ind R X Y w L x~ Hw xu , u s XX Y if Y , TX .¢d X .
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 .b For any objects X, Y g R with Y indecomposable,
<w x w x w xH , u s y H H u and u , H s y H , u . .X Y X Y Y Y X X Y
 . w xc H, H s 0.
w xWe extend y, y bilinearly onto the whole G. This is a well-defined
 < .  .  .operation since y y is the bilinear function on G R = G R .
With these notations, we have the following
w xTHEOREM 4.1. G together with the operation y, y is a Lie algebra.
To prove the theorem, it suffices to show the Jacobi identity. We need
the following preparation.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let X, Y, Z g ind R. If Y ` TX, Y ` TZ, and X `
ww x x ww x x w w xxTZ, then u , u , u s u , u , y q u , u , u .X Y Z X Z Y X Y Z
We remove the proofs of Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.1 to Section 6.
 .  .Let P 1 , . . . , P n be a complete set of representatives of the isomor-
phism classes of indecomposable projective A-modules. For an A-module
X, its dimension vector is defined by
n
dim X s l Hom P i , X . . . . /End P  i. AA is1
 . nThe map X ª dim X induces an isomorphism of G A with Z . This can
b .be extended to R. If X g R, then there is M g D A such that FM s X.
 i i.We can write M s M , d , a complex over A, and obtain dim X s dim M
 . i is  y1 dim M . Note that we use two different notations to repre-ig Z
 .sent the same thing, in fact, H rd X and dim X are essentially the same.X
w xAs pointed out in 5 , the map dim induces a bijection between the
 .isomorphism classes of indecomposables in R and the root system F R ,
 .where the Dynkin graph of F R is just the graph of any complete section
  ..of R. Denote by g F R the simple Lie algebra with the root system
 .F R . Our main result is the following.
THEOREM 4.2. Let A, R, H, and N be as abo¨e. Then G s H [ N
w x   ..together with the operation y, y is the Z-form of g F R . In particular,
  ..G m C is isomorphic to g F R .Z
Proof. Choosing the arbitrary complete section of R, we get a heredi-
tary subcategory B of R corresponding to it. Let S , . . . , S be the1 n
complete list of all non-isomorphic simple objects in B. It is well known
 .  .that the Cartan matrix a of f R is given by a si j n=n i j
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  ..   . .yl Ext S , S y l Ext S , S for i / j and a s 2. SinceEnd S B i j B j i End S iii i
 .  .Ext S , S , Hom S , TS , we always haveB i j R i j
HSi <a s H s l Hom S , S y l Hom S , TS .  . .  .i j S End S R i j End S R i jj i i /d S .i
q l Hom S , S y l Hom S , TS . .  . .  /End S R j i R j i End T Si i
 .Put e s u , f s yu and h s yH rd S . We check the following.i S i T S i S ii i i
 . w x1 h , h s 0 for all 1 F i, j F n.i j
 . w x w x w x w x2 e , f s h and e , f s 0 if i / j. We have e , f s u , yui i i i j i i S T Si i
 .  .  .s yH rd S s h . If i / j then Hom S , S s Hom S , S s 0; any tri-S i i i j j ii f g h
angle of the form S ª M ª TS ª TS must be split, i.e., h s 0 andi j i
w x w xM , S [ TS . Therefore u , u s 0, then e , f s 0.i j S S i jj
 . w x w x3 h , e s a e , h , f s ya f , obtained from the definition di-i j i j j i j i j j
rectly.
 .  .ya i jq1  .ya i jq14 ade e s 0 and adf f s 0 for i / j. This is the Serrei j i j
w xrelation. We see from Lemma 3.1 that our Lie operation u , u coin-M N
cides with one defined by Ringel if both M and N lie in a hereditary
subcategory. It was shown by him that the generators u , 1 F i F n satisfySiw x  .the Serre relation 10 . So we have the formulae 4 .
Then Serre's Theorem tells us that there exists a natural epimorphism
  ..  .from g F R to G m C, which maps g , a g F R , to the subspace ofZ a
G m C generated by u where X is indecomposable such that dim X s a ,Z X
 .and maps h to yH rd S for 1 F i F n. Of course it must be ani S ii
isomorphism.
In the definition of the Lie algebra G s H [ N, the structure constants
 < 4  .are always integral. The set u M g ind R constitutes a Z-basis of g F .M
Choosing an arbitrary complete section of R, we get a hereditary subcate-
gory B of R corresponding to it. Then F s Fqj Fy, disjoint union of
 < 4positive roots and negative roots, according to B. We define x a g Fa
as follows: x s u if a g Fq, where X g ind B with dim X s a ; x sa X a
yu if a g Fy, where X g ind B with dim X s ya .T X
 <  .4PROPOSITION 4.2. The set x a g F R is a Che¨alley basis of G.a
 .w x  .  .Proof. Let h s d a x , x , where d a s d X for the indecom-a a ya
posable X in R with dim X s a . If a , b , a q b g F, suppose that
w xx , x s c x . We need to prove c s yc . If a , b , a q ba b a , b aqb a , b ya , yb
g Fq, let X, Y, and Z in ind B such that dim X s a , dim Y s b ,
w x w x w xdim Z s a q b , then x , x s u , u s c u , x , x sa b X Y a , b Z ya yb
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w x q yyu , yu s c u s yc x . If a g F , b g F but a qT X T Y a , b T Z a , b ya , yb
b g Fq, let X, Y, and Z in ind B such that dim X s a , dim Y s yb ,
w x w x w xdimZ s a q b , then x , x s u , yu s c u , x , x sa b X T Y a , b Z ya yb
w xyu , u s c u s yc x . So we can claim that c sT X Y a , b T Z a , b ya , yb a , b
yc for all a , b , a q b g f. The proof is finished.ya , yb
By Chevalley's Theorem, we have
COROLLARY 4.2.1. If X, Y, Z g ind R with Y / TX and dim Z s dim X
Z  .q dim Y, then g s " r q 1 , where r is the greatest integer such thatX Y
dim Y y r dim X g F.
 .  .Note. 1 The automorphism s of G defined by s H s H andX T X
 .  .s u s u is the Chevalley involution. 2 The " signs in CorollaryX T X
4.2.1 are not difficult to be determined from the structure of R; in fact, if
X - Y in a hereditary subcategory then g Z s r q 1; if Y - X in aX Y
Z  .  .hereditary subcategory then g s y r q 1 . 3 For the simply lacedX Y
 .  .cases A , D , E , i s 6, 7, 8 , d X s 1 for any indecomposable X g R.n n i
5. TILTING DECOMPOSITION OF SEMISIMPLE
COMPLEX LIE ALGEBRAS
The assumptions and the notations are the same as above. Let B be a
 w x. w xtilted algebra of A see 17 . According to Ringel 11 , we similarly have
 .  .the degenerate Hall algebra H B of B. Take K mod B to be the1
 .subgroup [ Zu of H B , indexed by the set of isomorphism classes ofw X x w X x 1
 .all indecomposable B-modules. It was proved that K mod B is also a Lie
 .subalgebra of H B . In this section, as an application of our main results1
in the last section, we will show that the simple Lie algebra g has a
 .decomposition induced by K mod B .
We know that mod A, as the stalk complex category of some fixed stalk
i .place, is embedded in D A . This induces a full embedding mod A ª R
under the covering functor F. In this way, we identify mod A with a full
subcategory of R.
 .Let S be a tilting A-module and B s End S the tilted algebra.A
Denote
T s M g mod A : Ext1 S, M s 0 . 4A
and
F s N g mod A : Hom S, N s 0 . 4 .A
 .Then F, T is a torsion theory of mod A with T torsion and F torsion-
free. It is not difficult to see that there exists a subcategory C of R
 .usually, not full such that C , mod B, and mod A l C s T and
 .T mod A l C s T F. We identify mod B with C.
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Denote by ind R a set of representatives of isomorphism classes of all
indecomposable objects of R which is closed under T. Similarly write
ind A, ind B, ind T, and ind F as the subsets of ind R. Therefore we have
 .  .  .  .ind R s ind A j T ind A , ind B s ind T j T ind F .
Now we denote some subgroups of G determined by the tilted algebra
B and the tilting module S as
a s [ Zu , a s [ Zu ,q X g ind B w X x y T X g ind B w X x
and
b s [ Zu , b s [ Zu .q X g ind A._T j F . w X x y T X g ind A._T j F . w X x
With these notations, we have the following main result.
THEOREM 5.1. We ha¨e a direct sum of abelian subgroups G s a [ by y
[ H [ a [ b , and a , a , b , b , a [ b , a [ b , a [ b , a [ b allq q q y q y q q q y y q y y
are Lie subalgebras of G.
By Theorem 4.2 we can think of the decomposition in the above
theorem as the tilting decomposition for g with respect to the tilting
A-module S.
Proof. By definition it is easy to see that
G s a [ b [ H [ a [ by y q q
as abelian groups.
f g h
Now let X ª Z ª Y ª TX be a triangle in R with X, Y, Z indecom-
posable. Then clearly f / 0, g / 0, and h / 0.
Assume that X, Y g ind B. We claim that Z g ind B and hence a is aq
Lie subalgebra of G. In fact, if X, Y g T, then clearly Z g T : ind B. If
X, Y g T F, then also clearly Z g T F : mod B. Suppose that X g T F and
 2 m .bY g T. Because Hom T, T F s 0 for any m g Z, then h: Y ª TXD  A.
is zero, a contradiction. So finally we consider the case X g T and
Y g T F. If Z g mod A, then
 y . fy T hy10 ª T Y ª X ª Z ª 0
 .is exact in mod A and so Z g T : mod B. If Z g T mod A , then
 y . yy T g  .y T hy y0 ª T Z ª T Y ª X ª 0
is exact in mod A and hence Z g T F : mod B. So we have proved our
claim.
 .  .Assume that X, Y g ind A _ T j F . We want to show that Z g
 .  .ind A _ T j F and so b is a Lie subalgebra of G. In fact, we haveq
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that the sequence
f g
0 ª X ª Z ª Y ª 0
 .  .is exact in mod A. It is easy to see that Z g ind A _ T j F .
 .  .  ..Assume that X, Y g ind B j ind A _ T j F . We claim that Z g
 .  .  ..ind B j ind A _ T j F and so a [ b is a Lie subalgebra of G. Inq q
fact, by the above proofs, it is enough to consider two cases:
 .  .  .  .  .1 X g ind B _ ind A , i.e., X g T F and Y g ind A _ T j F ;
 .  .  .2 X g ind A _ T j F and Y g T F.
 .  .  ..In the first case, suppose that Z f ind B j ind A _ T j F . If
Z g mod A, then Z g F and the sequence
g h
0 ª Z ª Y ª TX ª 0
is exact in mod A. So we have Y g F since TX s TyX g F, a contradic-
 .tion. If Z g T mod A , then
 .y Tfh
0 ª Y ª TX ª TXZ ª 0
is exact in mod A and so Y g F, also a contradiction. Therefore we always
 .  .  ..have Z g ind B j ind A _ T j F . In the second case, if Z g
mod A, then
 y . fy T hy0 ª T Y ª X ª Z ª 0
 .  .is exact in mod A. So we have Z f F, i.e., Z g ind A _ F : ind B j
 .  ..  .ind A _ T j F . If Z g T mod A , then
 y . yy T g  .y T hy y0 ª T Z ª T Y ª X ª 0
y  .is exact in mod A and so T Z g F and hence Z g T ind F : ind B.
 .  .  ..Therefore we also always have Z g ind B j ind A _ T j F .
Similarly, we can prove that all a , b , a [ b , a [ b , a [ b arey y q y y y y q
Lie subalgebras of G.
This finishes the proof of the theorem.
Remark. Following the above proof we see that the Lie subalgebra aq
of G is canonically isomorphic to the Lie algebra corresponding to mod B
w xin the sense of Ringel 5 .
Let us see an example as follows.
Let A be a hereditary k-algebra determined by the Dynkin quiver
1 ª 2 ª 3 ª 4. Then the Auslander]Reiten quiver G of R is as follows,A
with Tx s y , i s 1, 2, . . . , 10.i i
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 < 4We can think of the full subquiver determined by x i s 1, 2, . . . , 10 asi
the Auslander]Reiten quiver G of mod A. Let S be the tilting A-moduleA
 4  .determined by x , x , x , x . Then for the tilted algebra B s End S ,1 4 8 9 A
ind B is equivalent to a subcategory of R whose objects are all vertices
 4  .  .  4signed by (. We see that F s x , x , ind A _ T j F s x , x . We6 7 2 3
should point out that usually a [ H [ a and b [ H [ b are not Liey q y q
subalgebras of G. In fact, in the above example there are triangles
x ª x ª x ª y and x ª x ª y ª y . We have that x g a , x s4 3 7 4 2 9 3 2 4 q 7
Ty g a but x f a [ H [ a and that x g b , y g b but x f b7 y 3 y q 2 q 3 y 9 y
[ H [ b .q
6. PROOFS OF PROPOSITION 4.1 AND THEOREM 4.1
Proof of Proposition 4.1. By the definition we have
L Mw xu , u , u s g g u ,X Y Z X Y LZ M
w x w xL , M : L , Mgind R
L9 Mw xu , u , u s g g uX Y Z Y Z X L9 M
w x w xL9 , M : L9 , Mgind R
and
L0 Mw xu , u , u s g g u .X Z Y X Z L0 Y M
w x w xL0 , M : L0 , Mgind R
So it is enough to show that for any M g ind R we have
g L g M s g L9 g M q g L0 g M .  X Y LZ Y Z X L9 X Z L0 Y
w x w x w xL : Lgind R L9 : L9gind R L0 : L0 gind R9
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This is equivalent to the following equation by Lemma 3.4 and the obvious
X[Y X[Y  . X[Y  .fact g s w 1 y w 1 s 0,X Y X Y Y X
g L g M s g L9 g M q g L0 g M .  X Y LZ Y Z X L9 X Z L0 Y
w x w x w xL : LgR L9 : L9gR L0 : L0 gR
That is,
w L 1 w M 1 q w L 1 w M 1 y w L 1 w M 1 .  .  .  .  .  . X Y LZ Y X Z L X Y Z L
w xL : LgR
yw L 1 w M 1 .  . .Y X LZ
s w L9 1 w M 1 q w L9 1 w M 1 .  .  .  . Y Z X L9 Z Y L9 X
w xL9 : L9gR
yw L9 1 w M 1 y w L9 1 w M 1 .  .  .  . .Z Y X L9 Y Z L9 X
q w L0 1 w M 1 q w L0 1 w M 1 .  .  .  . X Z L0 Y Z X Y L0
w xL0 : L0 gR
yw L0 1 w M 1 y w L0 1 w M 1 . .  .  .  . .X Z Y L0 Z X L0 Y
For any E g K, by the Proposition 2.1 we have
nE E E E E EW X , Y ; L = W Z , L ; M .  . .
w xL , LgR
nE E E E E Es W Z , X ; L9 = W L9 , Y ; M . .  . .
w xL9 , L9gR
It follows from Lemma 2.6
E E E E E EW X , Y ; L W Z , L ; M .  .
 E< <Aut Lw xL , LgR
E E E E E EW Z , X ; L9 W L9 , Y ; M .  .
s . E< <Aut L9w xL9 , L9gR
Hence by Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.8 we have
E E E E E< < < <V X , Y ; L Aut X Aut Y .
E E E E E< < < <= V Z , L ; M Aut Z Aut L .
 E< <Aut Lw xL , L`M[TZ
E E E E E E E EW X , Y ; M [ TZ W Z , M [ TZ ; M .  .
q E E< <Aut M [ TZ .
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E E E E E< < < <V Z , X ; L9 Aut Z Aut X .
E E E E E< < < <= V L9 , Y ; M Aut L9 Aut Y .
s  E< <Aut L9y1w xL9 , L9`M[T Y
E E E y1 E E y1 E E EW Z , X ; M [ T Y W M [ T Y , Y ; M .  .
q .E y1 E< <Aut M [ T Y .
From Lemma 2.11 we obtain
E E E E E E E E E< < < < < <Aut X Aut Y Aut Z V X , Y ; L V Z , L ; M .  .
w xL , L`M[TZ
E E E EW X , Y ; M [ TZ .
q E E< <Hom TZ , M .
E E E E E E< < < < < <s Aut X Aut Z Aut Y V Z , X ; L9 .
y1w xL9 , L9`M[T Y
E E E= V L9 , Y ; M .
E E E y1 EW Z , X ; M [ T Y .
q .E y1 E< <Hom M , T Y .
Similarly we have
E E E E E E E E E< < < < < <Aut X Aut Y Aut Z V Y , Z ; L V X , L ; M .  .
w xL , L`M[TX
E E E EW Y , Z ; M [ TX .
q E E< <Hom TX , M .
E E E E E E< < < < < <s Aut X Aut Z Aut Y V X , Y ; L9 .
y1w xL9 , L9`M[T Z
E E E= V L9 , Z ; M .
E E E y1 EW X , Y ; M [ T Z .
q ,E y1 E< <Hom M , T Z .
E E E E E E E E E< < < < < <Aut X Aut Y Aut Z V Y , X ; L V Z , L ; M .  .
w xL , L`M[TZ
E E E EW Y , X ; M [ TZ .
q E E< <Hom TZ , M .
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E E E E E E< < < < < <s Aut X Aut Z Aut Y V Z , Y ; L9 .
y1w xL9 , L9`M[T X
E E E= V L9 , X ; M .
E E E y1 EW Z , Y ; M [ T X .
q ,E y1 E< <Hom M , T X .
E E E E E E E E E< < < < < <Aut X Aut Y Aut Z V X , Z ; L V Y , L ; M .  .
w xL , L`M[TY
E E E EW X , Z ; M [ TY .
q E E< <Hom TY , M .
E E E E E E< < < < < <s Aut X Aut Z Aut Y V Y , X ; L9 .
y1w xL9 , L9`M[T Z
E E E= V L9 , Z ; M .
E E E y1 EW Y , X ; M [ T Z .
q ,E y1 E< <Hom M , T Z .
E E E E E E E E E< < < < < <Aut X Aut Y Aut Z V Z , Y ; L V X , L ; M .  .
w xL , L`M[TX
E E E EW Z , Y ; M [ TX .
q E E< <Hom TX , M .
E E E E E E< < < < < <s Aut X Aut Z Aut Y V X , Z , L9 .
y1w xL9 , L9`M[T Y
E E E= V L9 , Y ; M .
E E E y1 EW X , Z ; M [ T Y .
q E y1 E< <Hom M , T Y .
and
E E E E E E E E E< < < < < <Aut X Aut Y Aut Z V Z , X ; L V Y , L ; M .  .
w xL , L`M[TY
E E E EW Z , X ; M [ TY .
q E E< <Hom TY , M .
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E E E E E E< < < < < <s Aut X Aut Z Aut Y V Y , Z ; L9 .
y1w xL9 , L9`M[T X
E E E= V L9 , X ; M .
E E E y1 EW Y , Z ; M [ T X .
q .E y1 E< <Hom M , T X .
w xIf M is indecomposable, there exists a polynomial g g Z q such thatM
 < <. < E <g E s Aut M for any E g K and the degree of the factor q y 1 inM
g is just 1. In addition, for any M, N g R, let f be an integralM M N
 < <. <  E E. <polynomial which satisfies f E s Hom M , N for all E g K.M N R
According to Lemma 2.7, for any E g K we have
M[T Z < <w E .X YL M< < < <w E w E q .  . . X Y Z L E< < < <Aut Z f E .T Z Mw xL : L`M[TZ
M[Ty1Y < <w E .Z XL9 M< < < <s w E w E q , .  . . Z X L9Y E< < < <y1Aut Y f E .y1 M T Yw xL9 : L9`M[T Y
M[T X < <w E .Y ZL M< < < <w E w E q .  . . Y Z X L E< < < <Aut X f E .T X Mw xL : L`M[TX
M[Ty1 Z < <w E .X YL9 M< < < <s w E w E q , .  . . X Y L9Z E< < < <y1Aut Z f E .y1 M T Zw xL9 : L9`M[T Z
M[T Z < <w E .Y XL M< < < <w E w E q .  . . Y X Z L E< < < <Aut Z f E .T Z Mw xL : L`M[TZ
M[Ty1 X < <w E .Z YL9 M< < < <s w E w E q , .  . . Z Y L9 X E< < < <y1Aut X f E .y1 M T Xw xL9 : L9`M[T X
M[T Y < <w E .X ZL M< < < <w E w E q .  . . X Z Y L E< < < <Aut Y f E .T Y Mw xL : L`M[TY
M[Ty1 Z < <w E .Y XX L M< < < <s w E w E q , .  . . Y X L9Z E< < < <y1Aut Z f E .y1 M T Zw xL9 : L9`M[T Z
M[T X < <w E .Z YL M< < < <w E w E q .  . . Z Y X L E< < < <Aut X f E .T X Mw xL : L`M[TX
M[Ty1Y < <w E .X ZL9 M< < < <s w E w E q , .  . . X Z L9Y E< < < <y1Aut Y f E .y1 M T Yw xL9 : L9`M[T Y
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and
M[T Y < <w E .Z XL M< < < <w E w E q .  . . Z X Y L E< < < <Aut Y f E .T Y Mw xL : L`M[TY
M[Ty1 X < <w E .Y ZL9 M< < < <s w E w E q . .  . . Y Z L9 X E< < < <y1Aut X f E .y1 M T Xw xL9 : L9`M[T X
 . M[T X M[T YWe will use the following two facts: 1 w , . . . , w are dividedZ Y X Z
 .by q y 1 by Lemma 3.4; 2 for any M, N g R, f equals some power ofM N
 .q and hence f 1 s 1. Since K is infinite, we haveM N
w L 1 w M 1 q gy1w M[T Z 1 .  .  . .  . X Y Z L Z X Y
w xL
s w L 1 w M 1 q gy1w M[Ty1Y 1 , .  .  . .  . Z X LY Y Z X
w xL
w L 1 w M 1 q gy1w M[T X 1 .  .  . .  . Y Z X L X Y Z
w xL
s w L 1 w M 1 q gy1w M[Ty1 Z 1 , .  .  . .  . X Y LZ Z X Y
w xL
w L 1 w M 1 q gy1w M[T Z 1 .  .  . .  . Y X Z L Z Y X
w xL
s w L 1 w M 1 q gy1w M[Ty1 X 1 , .  .  . .  . Z Y L X X Z Y
w xL
w L 1 w M 1 q gy1w M[T Y 1 .  .  . .  . X Z Y L Y X Z
w xL
s w L 1 w M 1 q gy1w M[Ty1 Z 1 , .  .  . .  . Y X LZ Z Y X
w xL
w L 1 w M 1 q gy1w M[T X 1 .  .  . .  . Z Y X L X Z Y
w xL
s w L 1 w M 1 q gy1w M[Ty1Y 1 .  .  . .  . X Z LY Y X Z
w xL
and
w L 1 w M 1 q gy1w M[T Y 1 .  .  . .  . Z X Y L Y Z X
w xL
s w L 1 w M 1 q gy1w M[Ty1 X 1 . .  .  . .  . Y Z L X X Y Z
w xL
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Therefore,
w L 1 w M 1 q w L 1 w M 1 y w L 1 w M 1 y w L 1 w M 1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . X Y LZ Y X Z L X Y Z L Y X LZ
w xL
q gy1w M[Ty1 Z 1 q gy1w M[T Z 1 y gy1w M[T Z 1 .  .  . .  . .Z X Y Z Y X Z X Y
y gy1w M[Ty1 Z 1 . .Z Y X
s w L 1 w M 1 q w L 1 w M 1 y w L 1 w M 1 .  .  .  .  .  . Y Z X L Z Y L X Z X LY
w xL
yw L 1 w M 1 .  . .X Z Y L
q gy1w M[T X 1 q gy1w M[Ty1 X 1 y gy1w M[Ty1Y 1 .  .  . .  .  .X Y Z X Z Y Y Z X
y gy1w M[T Y 1 . .Y X Z
q w L 1 w M 1 y w L 1 w M 1 q w L 1 w M 1 .  .  .  .  .  . Z Y L X X Z LY Y Z L X
w xL
yw L 1 w M 1 .  . .Z X Y L
q gy1w M[Ty1Y 1 y gy1w M[T X 1 q gy1w M[T Y 1 .  .  . .  . .Y X Z X Z Y Y Z X
y gy1w M[Ty1 X 1 . . .X Y Z
However, we have T 2 s 1 in R. So we obtain
w L 1 w M 1 q w L 1 w M 1 y w L 1 w M 1 y w L 1 w M 1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . X Y LZ Y X Z L X Y Z L Y X LZ
w xL
s w L 1 w M 1 q w L 1 w M 1 y w L 1 w M 1 .  .  .  .  .  . Y Z X L Z Y L X Z Y X L
w xL
yw L 1 w M 1 .  . .Y Z L X
q w L 1 w M 1 q w L 1 w M 1 y w L 1 w M 1 .  .  .  .  .  . X Z LY Z X Y L X Z Y L
w xL
yw L 1 w M 1 .  . .Z X LY
as required.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let X, Y, Z be indecomposable objects in R. At
first we will check the Jacobi identity
w x w x w xu , u , u s u , u , u q u , u , u . 6.1 .X Y Z X Y Z Y X Z
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Suppose that there exists a hereditary category B which contains
X, Y, Z. Consider any triangle of the form X ª W ª Y ª TX in R. Then
we must have W g B. In view of Lemma 3.1, the Hall polynomial wWY X
defined in R is equal to the ordinary one in B in the sense of Ringel. So
the validity of the Jacobi identity for X, Y, Z in R is equivalent to that in
B. The latter is well-known from Ringel's investigation.
So we consider in the remainder of our proof the case that there is no
hereditary category containing X, Y, Z at the same time. Note that for any
indecomposable objects M, N g R, if there exists no hereditary category
containing both M and N, then we easily see that M , TN and N , TM.
So there exist at least two of X, Y, Z belonging to a hereditary category.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that X, Z lie in a hereditary
category B and hence X ` TZ.
If we also have Y ` TX and Y ` TZ, then the Jacobi identity holds from
Proposition 4.1. So from now on, we always assume, without loss of
generality, that Y s TX.
If for any hereditary category B which contains X, Z, we have that X
and Z are not comparable in B, then there is a section S in R such that
X and Z both are sources in S . This implies that
Hom X , Z s 0 s Hom Z, X .  .R R
and
Hom X , TZ s 0 s Hom Z, TX . .  .R R
w x w x w x  < .It follows that u , u s 0, u , u s u , u s 0 and H H s 0.X Z Z Y Z T X X Z
Hence we also have
<H H H .X X Zw x w xu , u , u s u , u , u s , u sy u s 0.X Y Z X wT X x Z Z Zd X d X .  .
Therefore the Jacobi identity holds.
So we may assume that there exists a hereditary category B such that
X, Z g B and X - Z in B. We may assume further that X is the unique
simple projective module in B. We will use the induction on the length of
Z as a module in B.
If Z , X, then we have
w x w xu , u , u s u , u , uX Y Z X wT X x X
<H H H .X X Xs , u s y u s y2u ,X X Xd X d X .  .
w x w xu , u , u s u , u , u s 0X Z Y X X wT X x
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and
H HX Xw x w xu , u , u s u , u , u s u , y s , uX Y Z X wT X x X X Xd X d X .  .
s y2u .X
So the Jacobi identity holds.
Suppose that Z is a simple module in B and Z ` X. When
 . w x w x ww x xHom Z, TX s 0, then u , u s u , u s 0, also u , u , u sR X Z Y Z X Y Z
w  . x  .H rd X , u s 0. So we may assume that Hom Z, TX / 0. ThereX Z R
exists a unique indecomposable object L g B with a non-split exact
sequence 0 ª X ª L ª Z ª 0 in B. The length of L is 2 in B, then
w L s 1. Since there is no short cycle in R, we haveX Z
<H H H .X X Zw xu , u , u s , u s y uX Y Z Z Zd X d X .  .
dim Hom Z, TX .k Rs uZd X .
and
L L Zw x w xu , u , u s w 1 u , u s w 1 w 1 u . .  .  .X Z Y X Z L T X X Z LT X Z
w x w w xx w w xxIt is easy to see that u , u s 0. So u , u , u s u , u , u s 0.T X Z X Y Z X T X Z
The proof of the Jacobi identity is reduced to prove
dim Hom Z, TX .k RZw 1 s . .LT X d X .
By Lemma 2.11, we have a natural map from the set of non-split exten-
u ¨
sions 0 ª X ª L ª Z ª 0 onto the set of non-zero elements in
u ¨ u9 ¨ 9 .Hom Z, TX . The sequences 0 ª X ª L ª Z ª 0 and 0 ª X ª L ª ZR
 .ª 0 go to the same element w in Hom Z, TX if and only if theR
u ¨ w u9 ¨ 9 w
triangles X ª L ª Z ª TX and X ª L ª Z ª TX belong to an equiva-
 . <  . < <  . <lent class in U X, Z; L . So U X, Z; L s Hom Z, TX y 1. AccordingR
to Lemma 2.7,
E E E E E EW L , TX ; Z W X , Z ; L .  .
Z < <w E s s .LT X E E E E< < < < < < < <Aut L Aut TX Aut L Aut X
E e E E E E< < < <U X , Z ; L Aut L Hom Z , TX y 1 .  .Rs s .E E E< < < < < <Aut L Aut X End X y 1
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 .  E E .Since dim Hom Z, TX s dim Hom Z , TX and dim End X sk E k
dim End X E,E
< <dim k HomZ , T X .
y1
< <dim k HomZ , T X .
y2
E q E q ??? q1
Z < <w E s .LT X d X .y1 d X .y2< < < <E q E q ??? q1
hence
dim Hom Z, TX .kZw 1 s .LT X d X .
as required.
 w x.Assume that Z is non-simple in B. By a theorem of Bongartz see 1 ,
there are indecomposable objects Z , Z in B and a non-split extension1 2
w x Z  .0 ª Z ª Z ª Z ª 0 in B. By Ringel 10 , w 1 / 0. Put a s1 2 Z Z1 2Z  .y1 w xw 1 . Since there is no short cycle in R, u s a u , u . Because XZ Z Z Z Z1 2 1 2
is the simple objective in B and X ` Z , Y ` TZ , we claim that2 2
w x w x w xu , u , u s u , u , u q u , u , u . 6.2 .Y Z Z Y Z Z Z Y Z1 2 1 2 1 2
If Z , X, since the length of Z is less than the length of Z, by the1 2
 .induction assumption the formula 6.2 is right. If Z ` X, then Y ` TZ1 2
and Y ` TZ , obviously Z ` TZ . By Proposition 4.1 we have our assera-1 2 1
 .tion 6.2 .
 .We come back to finish the final step. By 6.2 ,
w x w x w xa u , u , u s u , u , u , u q u , u , u , u .X Y Z X T X Z Z X Z T X Z2 1 2 1
w xIf u , u s 0, it is trivial for the proof. So the only possibility for ourX Z2 f g h
concerns is that we have the triangle Z ª L ª TX ª TZ with L inde-1
composable and h / 0 in R. Hence X, L, and Z belong to B simultane-2g
ously since L ª TX is a non-isomorphic morphism. We therefore have
w x w xu , u , u , u s u , u , u , uX T X Z Z X T X Z Z1 2 1 2
w x w xq u , u , u , u .T X Z X Z1 2
Similarly we have
w x w x w xu , u , u , u s u , u , u , uX Z T X Z X Z T X Z1 2 1 2
w xq u , u , u , uZ X T X Z1 2
w x w xu , u , u , u s u , u , u , uT X X Z Z T X X Z Z1 2 1 2
w x w xq u , u , u , uX Z T X Z1 2
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and
w x w x w xu , u , u , u s u , u , u , uT X Z X Z T X Z X Z1 2 1 2
w xq u , u , u , u .Z T X X Z1 2
By the induction assumption,
w x w x w xu , u , u s u , u , u q u , u , uX T X Z X T X Z T X X Z1 1 1
HX w xs , u q u , u , uZ T X X Z1 1d X .
<H H .X Z1 w xs y u q u , u , uZ T X X Z1 1d X .
<H H .X Z2w x w xu , u , u s y u q u , u , u .X T X Z Z T X X Z2 2 2d X .
Then
w x w xa u , u , u s u , u , u , uX Y Z X T X Z Z1 2
w x w xs u , u , u , u q u , u , u , uX T X Z Z X Z T X Z1 2 1 2
w x w x w xs u , u , u , u q u , u , u , uX T X Z Z T X Z X Z1 2 1 2
w x w x w xq u , u , u , u q u , u , u , uX Z T X Z Z X T X Z1 2 1 2
<H H .X Z1 w x w xs y u , u q u , u , u , uZ Z T X X Z Z1 2 1 2d X .
w x w xq u , u , u , uT X Z X Z1 2
<H H .X Z2 w x w xy u , u q u , u , u , uZ Z Z T X X Z1 2 1 2d X .
w x w xq u , u , u , uX Z T X Z1 2
<H H .X Z w x w xs y u , u q u , u , u , uZ Z T X X Z Z1 2 1 2d X .
w xq u , u , u , uT X Z X Z1 2
w x w xs a u , u , u q u , u , u , uX T X Z T X X Z Z1 2
w x w xs a u , u , u q a u , u , u .X T X Z T X X Z
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So we have proved that
w x w x w xu , u , u s u , u , u q u , u , u .X Y Z X Y Z Y X Z
 .This is the Jacobi identity 6.1 .
We also need to check the Jacobi identity,
w x w x w xH , u , u s H , u , u q H , u , u 6.3 .X Y Z X Z Y X Y Z
for any indecomposables X, Y, and Z in R. In fact
<w x w xH , u , u s y H H u , u .X Y Z X Y Y Z
< <w x w x w xH , u , u s y H H u , u s H H u , u . .  .X Z Y X Z Z Y X Z Y Z
w x  .If u , u s 0, we have 6.3 clearly. If there exist triangles of the formY Z
f g f gh h
Y ª L ª Z ª TY or Z ª L ª Y ª TZ with L indecomposable and h /
0, then
<w x w xH , u , u s y H H u , u .X Y Z X L Y Z
< < w xs y H H y H H u , u . .  . .X Y X Z Y Z
Therefore
<w x w x w xH , u , u q H , u , u s y H H u , u .X Z Y X Y Z X Y Y Z
w xs H , u , u .X Y Z
 .Equation 6.3 is proved. It is quite easy to show
w x w x w xH , H , u s H , H , u q H , u , H . 6.4 .X Y Z X Y Z X Z Y
We have examined all the possible situations. The proof is finished.
7. APPENDIX: ON THE RELATIVE HOMOTOPY
CATEGORY OF M-CYCLE COMPLEXES
Let A be an abelian category such that every object has finite length
and P the full subcategory of A consisting of all projectives. Let m be a
positive even number.
We will introduce a concept of an m-cycle complex over A and will
 .  .prove that the relative homotopy categories K A and K P of m-cyclem m
complexes respectively over A and P both are triangulated categories. We
will also show that there exists an exact Galois covering from the derived
b .  .category D A of bounded complexes over A to K P .m
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f g
We denote the composition of morphisms X ª Y ª Z by fg.
7.1. m-cycle complexes and relative homotopy categories.
Ç i i .A m-cycle complex over A is by definition a complex X s X , dm X ig Z
i j i j  . isatisfying X s X and d s d for all i, j g Z with i ' j m ; here all XX X
are objects in A and all di : X i ª X iq1 are morphisms in A such thatX
i iq1 Ç i i Ç i i .  .d d s 0. If X s X , d and Y s Y , d are two m-cycle com-X X m X m Y
Ç Ç Ç i i iplexes, a morphism f : X ª Y is a sequence of morphisms f : X ª Ym m m
i j  .of A such that f s f for all i, j g Z with i ' j m and such that
di f iq1 s f idi for all i g Z. These morphisms are composed in an obviousX Y
way. So all m-cycle complexes with these morphisms constitute an abelian
 .category C A , called the m-cycle complex category.m
Ç Ç ÇLet f , g : X ª Y be two morphisms of m-cycle complexes. AÇm m m m
Ç i irelati¨ e homotopy s from f to g is a sequence of morphisms s : X ªÇ Çm m m
iy1 i j  .Y of A such that s s s for all i, j g Z with i ' j m and such that
f i y g i s s idiy1 q di s iq1Y X
Çfor all i g Z. Morphisms f and g are said to be relati¨ ely homotopic ifÇm m
Çthere exists a relative homotopy from f to g . Relative homotopy is anÇm m
equivalence relation compatible with composition of morphisms. So we can
 .form a new additive category K A , called the relative homotopy categorym
of m-cycle complexes over A, by considering all m-cycle complexes as
objects and the additive group of relative homotopy classes of morphisms
Ç Ç Ç Ç .from X to Y in C A as the group of morphisms from X to Y inm m m m m
 .K A .m
 .  .Let C A be the complex category over A and K A the homotopy
 .category of complexes over A as usual. Then one can see that C A is am
 .  .  .subcategory of C A usually not full but K A usually is not a subcate-m
 .  .gory of K A . Let T be the shift functor of C A , i.e., the functor defined
i iq1 i nq1 Ç i i .  .  .  .by TX s X , d s yd for X s X , d g C A , andT X X X ig Z
i iq1 Ç i .  .  .Tf s f for any morphism f s f in C A . The operator T is anig Z
 .  .automorphism of C A . It induces an automorphism of C A and anm
Ç .  w xautomorphism of K A , denoted still by T. Also, X 1 is often usedm
Ç .instead of TX.
Let P be the full subcategory of A consisting of all projectives in A.
Instead of A, we have correspondingly the m-cycle complex category
 .  .C P over P and the relative homotopy category K P of m-cyclem m
complexes over P. The shift functors T on them are still automorphisms.
We have the following result.
 .  .PROPOSITION 7.1. 1 The relati¨ e homotopy category K A with the shiftm
 .functor T as the translation functor is a triangulated category. 2 The relati¨ e
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 .homotopy category K P with the shift functor T as the translation functor ism
 .a triangulated full subcategory of K A .m
 .Proof. 1 Let S be the set of all chainwise split exact sequences
Çf gÇm mÇ Ç Ç0 ª X ª Y ª Z ª 0m m m
 .in C A , i.e., all the sequencesm
f i g i
i i i0 ª X ª Y ª Z ª 0
are split exact sequences in A.
w x   . .By Theorem 2.6 of Chapter I in 6 , it is enough to prove that C A , Sm
 .  .is a Frobenius category, the stable category C A is equal to K A , andm m
 .T coincides with the suspension functor of C A . The following proof ism
 . w xsimilar with that given in Chapter I, 3.2 of 6 .
i Ç .For X g A, denote by P X the m-cycle complex over A withm
i . j i . jq1  . i .h  .P X s P X s X for j ' i m and P X s 0 for h k i, i q 1 m
j  . h  .i iand d s 1 for j ' i m , d s 0 for h k i m . It is easily seenP  X . X P  X .
i Ç i Ç .  .that P X is S-projective. Dually, denote by I X the m-cycle com-m m
i . j i . jy1  . i .hplex with I X s I X s X for j ' i m , I X s 0 for h k i,
 . jy1  . hy1  .i ii y 1 m and d s 1 for j ' i m , d s 0 for h k i m . Then itI  X . X I  X .
i Ç .follows that I X is S-injective and that the S-injectives coincide withm
the S-projectives. Let us show that there exist enough S-injectives.
Ç Ç U .  .Indeed, let X be in C A and denote by I X the m-cycle complexm m m m
m i i U Ç Ç U i .  .[ I X . Next we define a morphism x : X ª I X by x sÇm m m m mis1
 i . i i iq1i1 , d : X ª X [ X . It is easily seen that there exists an exactX X
sequence in S of the form
xÇ UmÇ Ç ÇX ª I X ª T X ª 0, .  .m m mm
 .where T is the shift functor. This means that C A has enough S-injec-m
 .tives. So C A is a Frobenius category and the above sequence showsm
that the shift functor T coincides with the suspension functor.
Ç Ç .  .It remains to prove C A s K A . Let f be a morphism from X tom m m m
Ç Ç .Y in C A . It is enough to show that f factors over a S-injective if andm m m
Çonly if f is relatively homotopic to zero, i.e., there exists a sequence ofm
i i iy1 i j  .morphisms s : X ª Y in A such that s s s for i ' j m and such
i i iq1 i iy1 Ç U Ç .that f s d s q s d for all i g Z. Take I X and x : X ªÇX Y m m m m
Ç U Ç U Ç .  .I X as above. Define g : I X ª Y such thatÇm m m m m m
sidiy1i i iq1 ig s : X [ X ª Y .
iq1 /s
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Ç Ç .It is easy to check that g is a morphism in C A and f s x g . So fÇ Ç Çm m m m m m
factors over a S-injective. On the other hand, one can easily check that if
Ç Ç i U i U .  .  .h : X ª I Z is a morphism in C A , here Z g A and I Z is them m m m m
ÇS-injective as above, then h is relatively homotopic to zero. This meansm
Ç Çthat if f factors over a S-injective, then f is relatively homotopic tom m
zero. The proof is completed.
7.2. Galois covers of relative homotopy categories.
b . b .As usual we denote by C A and C P the bounded complex cate-
b . b .gories respectively over A and over P, and by K A and K P the
homotopy categories of bounded complexes respectively over A and over P.
b . b .Let D A be the derived category of A obtained from K A by
b .localizing with respect to the set of quasi-isomorphisms. Then K A ,
b . b .K P , and D A are all triangulated categories with the shift functor T
 w x.as the translation functor see, for example, 6 .
b Ç .  .Now we define a functor F: C A ª C A as follows. For X sm
i i b Ç Ç i i Ç i iqtm .  .  . .  .X , d g C A , set FX s FX , d where FX s [ XÇX F X t g Z
i  i . i iqsm  iq1.q tm iand d s d such that d : X ª X with d s 0 forÇF X st s, t g Z s, t s t
i i i Ç Ç b .  .s / t and d s d for all s g Z. For f s f : X ª Y in C A , sets s X
Ç i Ç Ç i i i iqsm iqtm .  .Ff g : FX ª FY where g s g such that g : X ª Y withst st
g i s 0 for s / t and g i s f i for all s g Z. It is not difficult to check thatst s s
F is well-defined.
The following statements are immediate.
 .  m: a F is a Galois covering with the Galois group G s T for
w x.definition, see 16 .
 .b F is exact, i.e., F sends a chainwise split exact sequence to a
chainwise split exact sequence.
Ç b .  .c F preserves S-projectives, i.e., for any S-projective X in C A ,
Ç  .  .FX is S-projective in C A and every S-projective in C A can bem m
obtained in this way.
Ç Ç Ç b Ç .  .d For f : X ª Y in C A , Ff factors over a S-projective if and
Çonly if so does f.
b .  .Therefore F induces a Galois covering from K A to K A with them
 m:Galois group T and it is exact, i.e., it sends a triangle to a triangle. By
considering the restriction, we obtain an exact Galois covering from
b .  .  m:K P to K P with the Galois group T .m
So we have proven the following
b .PROPOSITION 7.2. There exist exact Galois co¨erings from C A to
 . b .  . b .  .C A from K A to K A , and from K P to K P , whose Galoism m m
 m:group are all T .
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Now let A be a finite-dimensional associative algebra with 1 over a field.
 .Let mod A be the category of all finitely generated right A-modules and
P the full subcategory of mod A with projective A-modules as objects. For
b . b .simplicity, we write D A instead of D mod A and call it the deri¨ ed
category of A.
b .COROLLARY 7.1. If A is hereditary, then D A is a Galois co¨er of
 .  m:K P with the Galois group T and the co¨ering functor is exact andm
b .dense, where T is the translation functor of the triangulated category D A .
Proof. Since A is hereditary, we have the canonical triangle-equiv-
b . b .  w x. b .  .alence D A ( K P see, for example, 6 . Let F: K P ª K Pm
be the covering functor given in Proposition 7.2. It remains to prove that F
 .is dense. Note that any indecomposable object in K P is of the formm
Ç i i j i .  .P s P , d with one d injective and d zero for i k j m . Takem P P P
Ç i i b i i i i .  .Q s Q , d g K P such that Q s P , d s d for i s j, j q 1, . . . , jQ Q P
i Ç Çq m y 1 and the other Q 's are zero. Then FQ s P and so F is dense.
This completes the proof.
 .Remark. Let A be a hereditary algebra. 1 Under the covering functor
b .  .  .F: D A ª K P , mod A can be fully embedded in K P . This fullm m
embedding may be obtained directly by sending A-modules to the m-cycle
complexes over P which is naturally induced by their projective resolu-
 . w xtions. 2 Similarly with Happel's discussions in 6 , one can prove that
 .  .K P has Auslander]Reiten triangles. 3 Specially in case m s 2, them
b . 2orbit category D A rT is called the root category of A by Happel.
b . 2  .Then D A rT ( K P is a triangulated category and the covering2
b . b . 2F: D A ª D A rT is exact.
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